stone oasis collection

oasis waterfall
instruction guide

placement of your waterfall

maintenence

•

•

•
•

Hoses at the back are exposed and therefore
you will need to be able to access the back for
winterizing and maintence.
Please ensure that you do not place the back of
the waterfall unit too near to any wall or fence.
We suggest that you leave at least 12” of space
behind the waterfall.

•

You are responsible for keeping sufficient water in
the basin. Over time, water will evaporate or be
dispersed by the wind. Pump may be damaged if
water level drops too low.
Pump must be submerged at all times while in
operation.

suggestions for concealing waterfall plumbing
•
•

Using plantings to conceal the exposed
plumbing behind the waterfall unit.
Locate waterfall on the site in such a way that
there is little to no traffic behind it.

winterizing
•
•
•

Pump water out of the basin
Remove pump and store indoors
Remove spout and store indoors

Pump Hook Up Diagram

Method of Installation:

Auto-fill Switch Location

There are two methods of installation
available to you depending on the site
conditions and the proposed placement
of your kit. If you are assembling your
kit in a scenerio that requires specific
spacing from the rear wall such as a
fence or deck, then you will want to
follow the process as outlined in the
written instructions. If you are installing
the kit in a scenerio that prescribes the
placement of the basin as the primary
step, such as on a patio, then you may
want to rearrange the installation steps
as illustrated in the instructional video.

Notes:

Auto-fill Switch Hook Up Diagram

4x8 quarry stone

8x8 quarry stone

12x8 quarry stone

materials included:

75 quarry stone 8x12
4 quarry stone 8x8
4 quarry stone 4x8
1 quarry stone 4x12x4
8 accent quarry stone 8x12
2 accent quarry stone 4x8
3 accent quarry stone 3.5x4x8
2 pillar caps 24x24
1 accent coping for wall 15x32
55 tapered quarry stone
5 tapered quarry stone cut piece
1 colorfalls kit
shims
glue
gloves
instruction guide
landscape plan

8x8 tapered quarry stone

tapered quarry stone cut piece

12x8 accent piece

water spout band

accent coping for wall

pillar cap

* This kit contains extra pieces. You will have
pieces left over once you complete the install.

tools required:

level
caulking gun
rubber mallet (optional)
Note: If installing your Oasis Waterfall
on an unstructured base, please be sure
to follow these steps.
• Excavate area approx. 5” below
grade.
• Excavate approx. 6” larger than
your actual kit dimensions to ensure
a stable base
• Fill 4” with 3/4” down limestone
and compact.
• Level out 1” of sand and install kit
as per the instruction guide.
If you are installing on an existing patio
and/or the base prep is not necessary,
then you can proceed to the first step
on the following page.

Step 1- Construct the 1st pillar
pillar pattern A

pillar pattern B

1. Lay down pillar pattern A at the
proper location to form the 1st layer
of the pillar.
2. Ensure the 1st layer is level.
3. Lay down pillar pattern B to form
the 2nd layer of the pillar.
4. Lay down pillar pattern A to form
the 3rd layer of the pillar.
5. Lay down pillar pattern B to form
the 4th layer of the pillar.
6. Lay down pillar pattern A to form
the 5th layer of the pillar.
7. Lay down pillar pattern B to form
the 6th layer of the pillar.
8. Use 4 accent colored 8x12 quarry
stones as the 7th layer using pillar
pattern A.
9. Lay down pillar pattern B to form
the 8th layer of the pillar.
10. Lay down pillar pattern A to form
the 9th layer of the pillar.
11. Place and level the Pillar cap on top
of the 9th layer.
Diagram 1

Step 2- Construct the rear wall
1. Lay down the 1st layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 1

8x12
8x8

Diagram 2

2. Lay down the 2nd layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 2.

8x12
8x8

3. Lay down the 3rd layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 3.

Diagram 3

4x8

8x12
4. Lay down the 4th layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 4.

Diagram 4

8x12
8x8

Diagram 5

5. Lay down the 5th layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 5.

4x8

8x12
Diagram 6

6. Lay down the 6th layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 6.

8x12
8x8

Diagram 7

4x8x3.5

4x8

7. Lay down the 7th layer of the rear
wall as illustrated in Diagram 7
using the custom accent pieces to
form the water spout band. Ensure
that the 4x8x3.5” stones are turned
so that they are 1/2” lower than the
other stones to allow for the spout.

Diagram 8

8. Place the spout for the waterfall in
the recess of the water spout band
as illustrated in Diagram 8. Shim the
spout as required.

Diagram 9

9. Lay down the accented wall coping
to complete the rear wall.
10. Be sure that the coping for the
rear wall is not glued down as you
will need to remove the spout for
winter.

Diagram 10

Step 3- Construct the 2nd Pillar
1. Lay down the 1st layer of the final
pillar as illustrated in Diagram 10.

4x12x4
8x12

2. Complete the final pillar by
repeating numbers 2 through 10 of
Step 1.
3. Ensure that both pillar caps are level
before gluing them down.
4. Allow glue to set properly before
placing objects on the pillar caps.

Step 4- Place and construct semicircular wall around the basin
1. Set the Colorfalls basin down at the
mid point of the rear wall.
2. Install the basin plumbing(refer to
plumbing diagram)

basin pattern A
cut piece

cut piece
basin pattern B

3. Lay down basin pattern A around
the basin using the tapered quarry
stone to form the 1st Layer.
4. Lay down basin pattern B to form
the 2nd Layer.
5. Lay down basin pattern A to form
the 3rd Layer.
6. Lay down basin pattern B to form
the 4th Layer.
7. Lay down basin pattern A to form
the 5th Layer.

stone oasis collection

Stone Oasis Circle Patio and
Border

Stone Oasis Square Firepit

Stone Oasis Rectangular Patio
with Inlay

Stone Oasis Rectangular Patio
and Border

Stone Oasis Grand Waterfall

Stone Oasis Curved Bar

Stone Oasis Pillar

Stone Oasis Circle Firepit

Stone Oasis Square Waterfall

Stone Oasis Fireplace

Stone Oasis Waterfall

Stone Oasis Fireplace
Wood Storage

for more information please visit our

Follow barkman on Facebook,

website:

Twitter and visit our YouTube channel.
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